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3rd Quarter 2018 General Newsletter 
 

These are interesting times.  So much to share.  So little time/space to convey all the important facts/details to you.  I’ll do 
my best and I apologize in advance for the length of this missive.  I hope you’ll digest it all.  Let’s get started.  
 

Prologue:  Recently, I ran out of hanging folders and needed to repurpose an old one.  In doing so, I discovered a file with 
our 2011 3rd Quarter Letter to Investors and oh my…what I read in that seven year-old piece took me aback.  It was a 
really lousy quarter!  The European debt crisis was at its height in the summer of 2011 and we suffered an 11% decline in 
the value of our portfolio – much less than the 25% decline in banks stock indices – but shocking all the same.  Worse 
still, at that early point in our history, the cumulative return since the inception of our 1st Fund was negative 13.5%.  I’m 
betting a few of you must have been thinking I was crazy for starting this venture (or that you were nuts for investing with 
me).  Thankfully, shortly after that abysmal quarter, we began a long prosperous period for banks and the cumulative 
returns have met our stated objective of low double-digit returns annually.  Perspective!  It is a wonderful and appropriate 
thing – and I wanted to share some with you as we present this letter.   
 

Enough about the past.  Most of you know that I am an optimist by nature.  I’m not embarrassed by this and find it to be a 
great way to live.  But, as your investment advisor, you hire me to be a realist and analyze things accurately and critically.  
Our interests are very much aligned in this venture and in spite of my generally positive outlook on life, I find it very easy 
to be pragmatic and even-minded about the investments in our Funds.  I’m not wed to any one company/stock and stand 
ready, willing and able to punt if I’ve changed my mind about its prospects.   
 

You have engaged me not only to look backwards and analyze what has happened, (a somewhat straightforward task 
given that hindsight is usually 20/20); but also to look forward – to what is most likely to occur in the future.  Using the 
‘ole crystal ball is a precarious business.  No one can be certain about the future; but, it is important to analyze and plan – 
as best we can – for what lies ahead.  This is why we work hard to thoroughly understand the investing environment and 
the companies we own.  
 

As you know, our philosophy and approach is one of value investing.  We are not “market timers”.  Our overriding goal is 
wealth preservation.  We work diligently to limit downside risk while providing satisfactory upside potential.  Since 
inception, we’ve achieved that goal.  Additionally, the data we share with you regarding the favorable Standard Deviation 
of our portfolios compared to indices, as well as the Beta’s of our portfolios, vividly demonstrate this defensive approach.  
   

Headlines: 
 

• Financial Services Sector Rotated out of Favor in September (-2.1%) as Energy (+4.9%) and 
Communications Services1 (+2.1%) Took Center Stage.   

• The Yield Curve Flattened further during Q3.  The Spread between the 10 yr. UST vs. the 2 yr. UST 
has Fallen from 0.86% a year ago, to just 0.24% as of Sept. 30, 2018.  Subsequent to Quarter End and 
after the September Jobs Data was Reported, this Important Barometer for Banks has Widened out a 
bit to 0.32%.  But, without Question, the Shape of the Yield Curve hurt Bank Stocks in Q3.  (See  
Chart 1 for a Graphic Depiction of the Correlation between the Yield Curve and Bank Stock prices.)     

• The FOMC Raised the Target Fed Funds Rate in September for the Third Time this Year.  One More 
Rate Hike Likely in December.   

• Lower Tax Rates had the Expected Positive Impact on EPS at Community Banks!   
• 3 Companies within our Portfolios have been Acquired so far this Year.   
 

1. “Communications Services” as a Sector was initiated as of Sept. 28th and includes large-cap tech names such as Facebook and Alphabet (Google’s parent)   
 

On October 15, I emailed you an Interim Update.  To recap, that brief message restated that our banks remain strong and 
also reinforced that the economy is robust.  If you missed it, you may click the following link for the details:  
October 15th Interim Update That update, along with this General Newsletter, provide a pretty thorough picture of the 
current environment.    
 
 
 
 

http://rosenthalpartners-live.ae-admin.com/docs/default-source/Newsletter-Library/special-blast-email---october-2018-final.pdf?sfvrsn=2


Results: The Charts below present our performance this Quarter & YTD as well as what has occurred since the end of Q3.  
(Please See the Appendices for Much More Detailed Information Regarding our Q3 and Historical Results.) 

 

Q3 2018 Results 
 

Q3 2018 Our Funds XABQ2 BANK2 S&P Comp. Nasdaq Comp. Dow Jones 
Fund 1 - 4.09% 

- 2.07% 
 

- 2.16% + 7.20% + 7.14% + 9.01% Fund 2 - 4.75% 
Fund 3 - 1.42% 

  

YTD ’18 – thru Sept. 28, 2018 (end of Q3) 
  

YTD (Q3) 2018 Our Funds XABQ BANK S&P Comp. Nasdaq Comp. Dow Jones 
Fund 1 + 0.49% 

+ 3.60% + 1.41% + 8.99% + 16.56% + 7.03% Fund 2 - 0.25% 
Fund 3 + 7.03% 

 

October 1st thru October 16th Only 
 

Oct. 1-16 2018 Our Funds3 XABQ BANK S&P Comp. Nasdaq Comp. Dow Jones 
Fund 1  - 3.21% 

- 4.45% - 4.46% - 3.57% - 4.98% - 2.49% Fund 2  - 2.85% 
Fund 3  - 0.70% 

 

YTD ’18 – thru October 16th 
 

YTD – (10/16) Our Funds3 XABQ BANK S&P Comp. Nasdaq Comp. Dow Jones 
Fund 1  - 2.72% 

- 1.02% - 3.11% + 5.10% + 10.75% + 4.37% Fund 2 - 3.10% 
Fund 3 + 6.33% 

 
2. “XABQ” is the American Banker Total Return Community Bank Index and “BANK” is the Nasdaq Small Cap Bank Index  
3. Estimates only, not actual.   
 

Interest Rates and the Yield Curve: 
 

Chart 1 – Spread between 10’s and 2’s vs. BANK (Nasdaq Bank Index): 

 
 

As noted in the headlines and the chart above, the yield curve flattened further over the summer.  What that means, as 
depicted in the blue line in the chart, is the difference between the yields on the 10 year UST vs. the 2 year UST became 
smaller.  Banks can generate higher Net Interest Margins when the spread between short term and long term rates are 
bigger.  As you can see from the orange line, bank stock prices have reacted to this condition and began falling in 
September.  As you know, broader markets have also been declining since then.   
 
 



So, why has the yield curve flattened?  The Fed has raised the target overnight fed funds rate three times this year.  One 
more hike is expected in December.  That action has caused the short end of the curve to rise.  In response, the long end of 
the curve has increased – but not as much.  Still, why hasn’t the long end of the curve gone up proportionally to the short 
end?  Economists, analysts, pundits and advisors all offer reasons for this outcome.  I will recap some of them in a 
moment; but before I do, let me share with you that in spite of the “supposed” expertise of the guru’s, sometimes market 
psychology trumps all.  Fear and greed are two of the most powerful motivators influencing investors.  Regardless, one 
thing I am sure of, is that the laws of supply and demand are alive and well.  If there are more buyers than sellers, prices 
rise and vice versa.  I believe that worries are increasing among general investors and, as such, demand for stocks is less 
robust than it was previously.  Will investor concerns last?  Will they worsen or ease?  The answer depends on future 
events.   
 

Let’s go back to offering some reasons why the long end of the curve has increased at a rate less than the short end.  There 
are several factors at play in today’s environment: 1) the length of time since the last recession, 2) the impact of tariffs,  
3) interest rates, 4) inflation prospects, 5) growth forecasts and 6) general uncertainty. 
 

First factor – the last recession:  You hear a lot about the bull market being “long in the tooth”.  The inference is that 
simply because of the passage of time, we are due for a correction.  While it is true that cycles will always occur, bull 
markets don’t die on their own.  They die for various and sundry reasons.  There is a saying that goes, “Bull markets are 
born on pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism and die on euphoria”.  From my seat, I don’t believe 
we have experienced euphoria.  I think what’s happened of late is a market correction which is a measured response to 
current economic, political, and monetary conditions.       
 

Second factor – tariffs:  Tariffs on commodities are another factor that cause the cost of goods to jump.  Even if 
businesses “eat” increased costs and don’t completely pass them along to consumers, it’s a legitimate concern for 
investors to worry about the impact of that approach on corporate profits.  Certainly, without a corresponding 
improvement in productivity, (which is something business owners constantly seek) eating some of the increase in the 
“cost of goods sold” might retard profits and hurt future earnings and, of course, stock prices.  Last quarter, I proffered a 
guess that trade skirmishes with our global partners might be resolved prior to the mid-term elections.  I was only partly 
right – which means I was partly (read “mostly”) wrong.  The Administration has made strides in resolving trade issues 
with Mexico and Canada – but it now appears that any resolution of what J.P. Morgan believes will be a full-blown trade 
war with China will not happen prior to November.   
 

Third and fourth factors – interest rates and inflation:  Most of this letter has dealt with the subject of interest rates.  
Obviously, as rates rise, it costs borrowers more to finance things.  But rates are still historically low, and I believe as 
folks get used to the “new norm”, the worry over higher rates may not be as keen as it is now.  Adding to the discussion 
about the future of rates are recent comments by certain Fed members that the FOMC may “go past neutral” in managing 
the economy.  What’s that mean?  The Fed attempts to balance growth and inflation.  Its primary mandate is to keep 
inflation in check.  Some believe this Fed (under its current leadership) may be willing to “overshoot” neutral, i.e. 
implement more rate increases in order to make sure inflation doesn’t take off.  While it is true (and good) that the Fed is 
“independent”, I think that the “outside pressure” to avoid too many rate hikes will be very strong.  Another factor which 
is likely to influence rates is that Central Banks around the world are beginning/continuing the de-leveraging of their 
balance sheets.  It all adds up to my belief that even higher rates than those which are in effect today are more likely than 
not.  The possibility of those higher rates, along with higher prices on all manner of things, could have the effect of 
causing higher inflation, slowing growth and possibly result in a recession.  But please remember, a so-called “garden 
variety” economic contraction does NOT mean that the entire economy/financial system will be on the brink of collapse – 
like it was 10 years ago.  We are nowhere near that situation. 
 

Inflation is nearing the 2% policy target set by the Federal Reserve.  The historic risk premium over inflation which 
typically induces investors to buy the 10 year UST is around 1.5%.  Using that norm, the 10 year UST might be expected 
to be approximately 3.5%.  It is getting closer to that level.  Yet, yields on bonds in other countries remain low.  Investors 
“vote with their pocketbooks”.  The collective wisdom of bond investors (relying on facts and instincts) cause the current 
shape of the curve – resulting in the yield on the 10 year UST being 3.15% as of this writing.   
 

I’ve maintained for many years that investing in banks is the smart place to be in a rising rate environment.  The basic 
premise of my belief remains unchanged!  I’ve previously emphasized that banks with a disproportionately higher 
percentage of non-interest bearing accounts, i.e. both household and business checking accounts, (like the banks in which 
we invest) will do especially well in a rising rate environment.  This remains true – but only so long as our community 
banks maintain those levels of non-interest bearing accounts.  My confidence in their ability to do so lies in their culture, 
the service they provide, and the loyalty they’ve engendered among their clients.   
 
 



Fifth factor – growth:  Job growth is strong.  But if wages start to accelerate more than they have recently (a possibility 
given low unemployment and the resulting labor shortages) job growth may slow.  The tax cuts and other factors are 
currently leading to strong GDP numbers.  Most earnings reports are coming in strong from all manner of companies 
again this quarter.  But investors seem to be focusing more on the fact that the rate of earnings growth won’t be as robust 
next year.  Of course they won’t; since the tax cuts went into effect this year, any impact in 2019 vs. 2018 won’t be 
replicated next year.  Duh!  But, just changing the delta of growth next year doesn’t automatically imply that absolute 
growth won’t happen.  Earnings announcements next year may not feel as good as they do now – but I hope wise people 
will adjust for the one-time yearly comparisons of the 2018 tax cuts and respond accordingly.     
 

Sixth factor – uncertainty:  Vagueness is the enemy of equity markets.  The continuing ambiguity around the end-game 
in our trading and overall diplomatic approach toward China is currently a drag on all stocks.  We’ve already mentioned 
(and you know on your own) that all manner of other factors are currently contributing to uncertainty.  This is not new.  
But the degree of uncertainty seems to have increased lately!  Eliminating (or shall we say, lessening) uncertainty around 
tariffs, trade wars, and a host of geopolitical factors might allow the shape of the yield curve to steepen.  If, per chance, 
the 10/2 spread widened back to, say, 50 basis points, I believe banks stocks would go up very nicely.   
 

Other Factors Affecting Banks Specifically:  In my last letter, I also mentioned the fact that increased loan demand was 
a likely outcome of the ongoing GDP expansion.  However, increased rates are causing a major slowdown in mortgage 
refinancing activity.  Higher rates may also be slowing originations of home loans on newly purchased housing.  As for 
the all-important category of business and commercial real estate lending (a main focus of our community banks) the jury 
is out; but early indications are that loan growth during Q3 was much better than expected, albeit somewhat less than 
recent quarters.  One of the outcomes of increased free cash flow from the tax cuts that I didn’t fully anticipate is that 
businesses (and, to a lesser extent, even individuals) are paying down debt at a pretty good clip.  While new loans are 
being generated by banks at a good pace, we must also look at the rate at which existing loan balances are being paid 
down.  Nonetheless, it’s worthwhile and very important to note that each year at our Annual Investor meeting, we show a 
slide detailing loan growth produced at our banks vs. the industry as a whole.  That slide is a point of considerable pride 
for our banks which have consistently produced loan growth rates at 3 or 4 times the industry average (not just 3 or 4 
percent more than the industry as a whole).  I suspect our banks will continue to beat the industry standard for loan growth 
by quite a bit.  I’ve no reason to believe otherwise.  This goes a long way to mitigating fears about a slowdown in new 
loan volume.  At least for our banks.   
 

Lastly, some investors now postulate that loan problems may increase in the future.  It would be hard to argue that asset 
quality could get much better; but, the early press releases published by banks this quarter show that meaningful and 
substantial improvement is continuing to occur.  This pleases me a great deal.  Since margins in the banking business are 
so low, it takes a lot of net interest income to cover the cost of a bad loan. Therefore, as you know, superior asset quality 
has always been the most important consideration in our investment decisions.   
 

Banks Acquired in our Portfolios So Far This Year:  Markets matter!  It is the third pillar of our investment philosophy 
and approach.  We buy great banks located in great markets.  So far in 2018, three of our portfolio holdings have been 
acquired.  On May 22nd Guaranty Bancorp (“GBNK”) headquartered in Denver and operating along the front-range in 
Colorado, agreed to merge with Independent Bank Group Inc. (“IBTX”), head-quartered in McKinney Texas (Dallas), in 
an all stock deal.  We have retained all our shares of this stock and plan to hold IBTX in our portfolio.  On June 18th 
CoBiz (“COBZ”), also headquartered in Denver, announced its sale to BOK Financial Corp. (“BOKF”) in a cash and 
stock deal.  We’ve sold part of our holdings and plan to dispose of the balance of BOKF in the near future.  Finally, on 
October 5th, Access National Corp. (“ANCX”), headquartered in Reston, Virginia, announced its intention to merge into 
Union Bankshares Corp (“UBSH”), headquartered in Richmond.  We have sold all our shares in ANCX.  We made a tidy 
profit on all 3 of these holdings.  Buyouts like these are not the sole source of returns in our Funds.  But, acquisitions are 
almost always consummated at values higher than the stock price before the deal is announced.  We look forward to more 
acquisitions of our banks in the future.     
 

Conclusions:  I’ve tried hard to present a balanced and thorough overview of current conditions.  Given my usual “cheery 
disposition”, my frankness may seem like bearishness.  I hope you don’t come to that conclusion.  I’m still positive on our 
bank stocks in the long term.  There are issues which we face as a nation and as investors.  I listen to CNBC – maybe too 
much.  The true “Dean’s” of investing (Cooperman, Buffet, Eichman, Bogle, and yes even Cramer), remind folks that it is 
hard to make money buying when enthusiasm is rampant, and selling when markets are skittish.  Buy low, sell high; keep 
your wits about you when others are losing their cool; make sure you know your companies better than the next guy; stay 
diversified; look for companies who can maintain their dividend stream; and above all, THINK – are all great lessons 
upon which we should focus.   
 

 
 
 



We will send our 3rd Quarter Bank Performance Newsletter in the next few weeks.  That letter differs from this one in 
that it will detail the actual operating and financial results of the banks in our portfolios vs. the stock price performance of 
our companies during this past quarter.  This batch of quarterly earnings will be important.  It will be no surprise to see the 
delightful increases in YOY EPS from our banks due to the lower tax rates now in effect.  What we will focus on most is 
how our banks net interest margins, loan growth and asset quality are doing.  I’m betting we’ll be pleased with the overall 
results.    
 

I hope you made it all the way through this letter.  I encourage you to keep going and look at the Appendices which apply 
to you.  Given all the data I’ve shared, my invitation to call or email if you have any questions or comments is stronger 
than ever!  You may reach me by replying to this email or by calling me at the office at 574-243-6501 or on my cell at 
574-276-1128.  As we move toward the holidays, I wish you and your family health and happiness throughout the 
remainder of the year and beyond.  Until our next encounter, I remain at your service.   
 

With warmest personal regards, 
 
 
 
 
* Important Footnotes:   
 
Past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that the future performance of any specific investment, 
investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended by the advisor), will be profitable or equal to past performance levels.  Additionally, 
Form ADV Part II for John W. Rosenthal Capital Management, Inc., filed with the Secretary of State of Indiana, is available on line at www.rosenthalpartners.net - or if you would 
like to receive a paper copy of our Form ADV Part II and/or information regarding the firm’s proxy voting policy you may contact us at the number provided above and we will 
mail them to you immediately.  
 

  

http://www.rosenthalpartners.net/


Appendix A – Fund 1 Performance Data: Q3 ‘18 
 
 

Our goal as stewards of your assets is to preserve and grow them in a prudent manner.  We are happy that this 
conservative approach has historically produced results that have beaten our benchmarks.  But whether we beat the 
benchmark isn’t as important to us as whether we stay true to our stated philosophy of good risk-adjusted returns over 
time.  Our Funds are not so much “wealth creation” mediums (although we have increased your net worth since inception) 
as they are “wealth preservation” channels.  Nonetheless, and because we are not afraid to be tough on ourselves and 
transparent, we have added another benchmark against which to compare our performance.  While we haven’t stacked up 
as well in relation to this recently introduced benchmark, we are not reluctant to share this with you knowing that you 
understand our approach is tempered by limiting the risk we assume in achieving our results.   
 

We have recently upgraded and reformatted our Performance Data which we present to you.  As our Funds mature, and 
each individual investor adds to or redeems portions of their investment(s), (i.e. each investor’s results are more 
customized and dependent on the investment choices made by each limited partner) “aggregate” data may be less relevant.  
Nonetheless, it is still somewhat useful to see this information on a cumulative, Fund-wide basis.  Said another way, the 
data presented below isn’t necessarily identical to what is shown on your statement.   
 
 
 
 

                                     Chart 1 

  
  
  

*From 03/31/10 - 09/30/18 Gross Standard
Return %Deviation

       Fund 1 (LP & QP) 13.60% 15.16%
       ABA NASDAQ CB Index (XABQ) 11.95% 17.30%
       NASDAQ Bank Index (BANK) 9.51% 20.37%

0.00%

5.98%

11.95%

17.93%

23.90%

0.00% 8.65% 17.30% 25.95% 34.60%

Annualized 
Return

Standard Deviation

Gross Return % and Volatility
vs. Benchmarks

Lower Risk
Higher Return

Higher Risk
Higher Return

Lower Risk
Lower Return

Higher Risk
Lower Return

Commentary for Chart 1: 
We believe Chart 1 is the most relevant and 
useful information we can share with you.  
This chart shows the Gross Return of our 
Portfolio vs. the Gross Returns of two 
important benchmarks (making it an apples-
to-apples comparison) and then compares 
those results to the Standard Deviation (a 
common and frequently used measurement 
of risk) of each.  In simplest terms, it plots 
the risk-reward relationship between these 
key data points.  As you can see, on a Gross 
Return basis, our portfolio has produced the 
greatest return with the lowest risk.  This, of 
course, is precisely what we set out to do.     



                                        Chart 2 

   
                                         Chart 3 

  
                                  Chart 4 
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Commentary for Chart 2: 
As highlighted in Chart 1, the overall risk – 
(as measured by Standard Deviation) – in 
our portfolio is quite a bit less than the two 
important industry benchmarks.  When 
measuring Standard Deviation, lower 
implies less risk and is therefore better!  
Thus, we claim the risk-adjusted returns we 
are generating for you are in line with our 
stated goals.   

Commentary for Chart 3:  
The CAGR’s presented in this chart facilitate 
an evaluation in comparable terms of the 
portfolio of stocks in Fund 1 excluding cash 
with the CAGR’s of two important 
benchmarks (which don’t include cash 
either); as well as a “net return” including 
cash.  This data is net of our management 
fees and expenses – but, again, the dotted 
green line excludes cash held in the Fund.  
Our long-standing target has been to achieve 
a return in the very low double-digit range.  
We are delighted to have accomplished our 
stated goal over time.    

Commentary for Chart 4: 
We continue to beat the original benchmark 
(BANK) to which we have historically 
compared our performance.  We have 
underperformed against the new benchmark 
we’ve added.  XABQ consists of 367 
Community Banks – which is why it is also 
a relevant benchmark.  These banks tend to 
be slightly smaller than the banks in the 
NASDAQ Bank Index – which are publicly 
traded on the NASDAQ exchange. 
 



                                      
                                      Chart 5                                          

   
 
 
 
 
                                         Chart 6                   Chart 7 

                
 
(1)  Standard deviation based on information provided by broker (net of fees) from 03/31/2010 – 09/30/2018. 
(2)  For comparison purposes, inception date for Fund 1 uses March 2010 monthly statement from LICCAR. 
       CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(3)  Total return for Fund 1 (LP & QP) based on monthly statements compiled by LICCAR net of all management fees and expenses; 
       ABA Nasdaq Community Bank Total Return based on data provided by MarketWatch.   
       NASDAQ Bank Index based on data provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence (based on ending index value, not total return). 
(4)  Net return (excluding cash) for Fund 1 = Fund 1 Total Return divided by prior month end market value of bank stock investments.   
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Commentary for Charts 5, 6 and 7: 
The final 3 charts present the 1, 3 and 5 year 
returns for Fund 1 vs. our benchmarks.  It is 
customary for Investment Advisors to 
present this data to investors.  The charts are 
self-explanatory. There is no other way to 
say it other than our 1-year return has fallen 
short of the benchmarks. This chart will now 
be presented on a rolling-twelve month 
basis.  Please remember however that 2016 
was a record year with returns net of fees in 
excess of 30%.     
 
 



Appendix B – Fund 2 Performance Data: Q3 ‘18 
 
 

Our goal as stewards of your assets is to preserve and grow them in a prudent manner.  We are happy that this 
conservative approach has historically produced results that have beaten our benchmarks.  But whether we beat the 
benchmark isn’t as important to us as whether we stay true to our stated philosophy of good risk-adjusted returns over 
time.  Our Funds are not so much “wealth creation” mediums (although we have increased your net worth since inception) 
as they are “wealth preservation” channels.  Nonetheless, and because we are not afraid to be tough on ourselves and 
transparent, we have added another benchmark against which to compare our performance.  While we haven’t stacked up 
as well in relation to this recently introduced benchmark, we are not reluctant to share this with you knowing that you 
understand our approach is tempered by limiting the risk we assume in achieving our results.   
 

We have recently upgraded and reformatted our Performance Data we present to you.  As our Funds mature, and each 
individual investor adds to or redeems portions of their investment(s), (i.e. each investor’s results are more customized 
and dependent on the investment choices made by each limited partner) “aggregate” data may be less relevant.  
Nonetheless, it is still somewhat useful to see this information on a cumulative, Fund-wide basis.  Said another way, the 
data presented below isn’t necessarily identical to what is shown on your statement.   
   
 
 
                                  Chart 1                                   

  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*From 11/30/11 - 09/30/18 Gross Standard
Return %Deviation

       Fund 2 (OFV) 17.32% 13.51%
       ABA NASDAQ CB Index (XABQ) 16.78% 15.21%
       NASDAQ Bank Index (BANK) 14.75% 18.71%
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Commentary for Chart 1: 
We believe Chart 1 is the most relevant and 
useful information we can share with you.  
This chart shows the Gross Return of our 
Portfolio vs. the Gross Returns of two 
important benchmarks (making it an apples-
to-apples comparison) and then compares 
those results to the Standard Deviation (a 
common and frequently used measurement 
of risk) of each.  In simplest terms, it plots 
the risk-reward relationship between these 
key data points.  As you can see, on a Gross 
Return basis, our portfolio has produced the 
greatest return with the lowest risk.  This, of 
course, is precisely what we set out to do.     
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Commentary for Chart 2: 
As highlighted in Chart 1, the overall risk – 
as measured by Standard Deviation – in our 
portfolio is quite a bit less than the two 
important industry benchmarks.  When 
measuring Standard Deviation, lower 
implies less risk and is therefore better!  
Thus, we claim the risk-adjusted returns we 
are generating for you are in line with our 
stated goals.   

Commentary for Chart 3:  
The CAGR’s presented in this chart facilitate 
an evaluation in comparable terms of the 
portfolio of stocks in Fund 2 excluding cash 
with the CAGR’s of two important 
benchmarks (which don’t include cash 
either); as well as a “net return” including 
cash.  This data is net of our management 
fees and expenses – but, again, the dotted 
green line excludes cash held in the Fund.  
Our long-standing target has been to achieve 
a return in the very low double-digit range.  
We are delighted to have significantly 
exceeded our stated goal over time.    

Commentary for Chart 4: 
We continue to be below the original 
benchmark (BANK) to which we have 
historically compared our performance due 
to the large cash balances that were pending 
investment in the early years of the Fund.  
We have come up short against the new 
benchmark we’ve added to our performance 
measurements for the same reason.  XABQ 
consists of 367 Community Banks – which is 
why it is also a relevant benchmark.  These 
banks tend to be slightly smaller than the 
bank in the NASDAQ Bank Index – which 
are publicly traded on the NASDAQ 
exchange. The CAGR’s in Chart 3 above 
demonstrate our core performance adjusting 
for excess cash awaiting investment. 
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(1)  Standard deviation based on information provided by broker (net of fees) from 11/30/2011 - 09/30/2018.  
(2)  For comparison purposes, inception date for Fund 2 uses November 2011 monthly statement from LICCAR. 
       CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate.  
(3)  Total return for Fund 2 (OFV) based on monthly statements compiled by LICCAR net of all management fees and expenses; 
       ABA Nasdaq Community Bank Total Return based on data provided by MarketWatch.   
       NASDAQ Bank Index based on data provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence (based on ending index value, not total return).   
(4)  Net return (excluding cash) for Fund 2 = Fund 2 Total Return divided by prior month end market value of bank stock investments.   
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Commentary for Charts 5, 6 and 7: 
The final 3 charts present the 1, 3 and 5 year 
returns for Fund 2 vs. our benchmarks.  It is 
customary for Investment Advisors to 
present this data to investors.  The charts are 
self-explanatory.  There is no other way to 
say it other than our 1-year return has fallen 
short of the benchmarks. This chart will now 
be presented on a rolling-twelve month 
basis.  Please remember however that 2016 
was a record year with returns net of fees in 
excess of 30%.  Our three and five year 
results are better than our one-year return.  
In short, over time Fund 2 has performed 
well.  We are tracking nicely vs. the original 
benchmark (BANK) to which we have 
historically compared our performance for 
the 3 and 5 year time-frames even though we 
had substantial cash balances that were 
pending investment into stocks.   
 
 



Appendix C – Fund 3 Performance Data: Q3 ‘18 
 
 

Our goal as stewards of your assets is to preserve and grow them in a prudent manner.  We are happy that this 
conservative approach has historically produced results that have beaten our benchmarks.  But whether we beat the 
benchmark isn’t as important to us as whether we stay true to our stated philosophy of good risk-adjusted returns over 
time.  Our Funds are not so much “wealth creation” mediums (although we have increased your net worth since inception) 
as they are “wealth preservation” channels.  Nonetheless, and because we are not afraid to be tough on ourselves and 
transparent, we have added another benchmark against which to compare our performance.  While we haven’t stacked up 
as well in relation to this recently introduced benchmark, we are not reluctant to share this with you knowing that you 
understand our approach is tempered by limiting the risk we assume in achieving our results.   
 

We have recently upgraded and reformatted our Performance Data we present to you.  Since we’ve now passed the 1-year 
anniversary of Fund 3, we are able to present the same charts that are included in Fund 1 & 2.  Specifically, we have the 
all-important Standard Deviation numbers to show you the low level of risk within this portfolio.   
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Commentary for Chart 1: 
We believe Chart 1 is the most relevant and 
useful information we can share with you.  
This chart shows the Gross Return of our 
Portfolio vs. the Gross Returns of two 
important benchmarks (making it an apples-
to-apples comparison) and then compares 
those results to the Standard Deviation (a 
common and frequently used measurement 
of risk) of each.  In simplest terms, it plots 
the risk-reward relationship between these 
key data points.  As you can see, on a Gross 
Return basis, our portfolio has produced a 
slightly higher return but with significantly 
lower risk. This, of course, is precisely what 
we set out to do.     
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Commentary for Chart 2: 
As highlighted in Chart 1, the overall risk – 
as measured by Standard Deviation – in our 
portfolio is far less than the two important 
industry benchmarks.  When measuring 
Standard Deviation, lower implies less risk 
and is therefore better!  Thus, we claim the 
risk-adjusted returns we are generating for 
you are above our stated goals.   

Commentary for Chart 3:  
The CAGR’s presented in this chart facilitate 
an evaluation in comparable terms of the 
portfolio of stocks in Fund 3 excluding cash 
with the CAGR’s of two important 
benchmarks (which don’t include cash 
either); as well as a “net return” including 
cash.  This data is net of our management 
fees and expenses – but, again, the dotted 
green line excludes cash held in the Fund.  
Our long-standing target has been to achieve 
a return in the very high single-digit range.  
We are satisfied that the 9.5% CAGR is 
above our stated goal of 8-9% over time.    

Commentary for Chart 4: 
We have outperformed against the 
benchmarks to which we compare our 
performance even with the cash balances that 
were pending investment in the early days of 
the Fund.  Nasdaq Bank Index consists of 
small cap banks traded on the Nasdaq 
Exchange and XABQ consists of 367 
Community Banks – which is why it is a 
relevant benchmark.  These banks tend to be 
slightly smaller than the banks in the 
NASDAQ Bank Index. The CAGR’s in 
Chart 3 above demonstrate our core 
performance adjusting for excess cash 
awaiting investment. 
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(1)  Standard deviation based on information provided by broker (net of fees) from 04/04/2017 – 09/30/2018. 
(2)  For comparison purposes, inception date for Fund 3 uses April 2017 monthly statement from LICCAR. 
       CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate.  
(3)  Total return for Fund 3 (RISF) based on monthly statements compiled by LICCAR net of all management fees and expenses; 
       ABA Nasdaq Community Bank Total Return based on data provided by MarketWatch.   
       NASDAQ Bank Index based on data provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence (based on ending index value, not total return).   
(4)  Net return (excluding cash) for Fund 3 = Fund 3 Total Return divided by prior month end market value of bank stock investments.   
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Commentary for Charts 5, 6 and 7: 
The final 3 charts present the 3, 6 and 12 
month returns for Fund 3 vs. our 
benchmarks.  It is customary for Investment 
Advisors to present this data to investors.  
The charts are self-explanatory.  We are 
pleased that our relative performance during 
the 6 month periods outstrips the 
benchmarks to which we compare our 
performance.  The 1-year returns beat both 
of our bench-marks.   
 
 



 

 

 
Additional Investment Form 

 
 

I wish to increase my investment by:___________________________________ 
(Fill in any dollar amount ≥ $10,000) 

 
Fund 1     Fund 2     Fund 3  

(Circle the one(s) that you wish to increase your investment) 
 

Name:__________________________________________________ 
 

Email:__________________________________________________ 
 

Best Phone #:_________________________________________________ 
 
 
I understand you will forward additional paperwork for me to execute which will indicate that I continue to 
accept all the terms and conditions of the Limited Partnership Agreement.   
 

Please return this form using any of the following options: 
 

Scan and email to: john@rosenthalpartners.net 
or 
 

Fax to: 574-243-4377 
or 
 

Mail to:  
John W. Rosenthal Capital Management, Inc. 

4220 Edison Lakes Parkway 
Ste. 310 

Mishawaka, Indiana 46545 
 

THERE IS NO NEED TO SEND CASH NOW 
We will Invoice You at the Proper Time   

 
 
 

Questions Please Call 574-243-6501 
 

mailto:john@rosenthalpartners.net

